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The American print media are a powerful mechanism for communicating information about places and 
environment to the American public. When it comes to a landscape such as the Great Plains, 
experienced by many Americans as either sleep-through land in a car or flyover land in a plane, the print 
media may be their only real source of information about this landscape, excluding 30 second 
soundbites which occasionally appear in electronic media. Often perceived as monotonous or dull, the 
Plains has been overlaid with powerful images, of garden or desert, of Dust Bowl or Buffalo Commons. 
But recent media coverage of the Plains struck me, an American Great Plains scholar, as not just 
negative but morbid. I began working on Great Plains issues almost twenty years ago. As I've explored 
the Plains, I've become "Plains sensitive": my ears prick up when something about the Plains is in the air. 
My position is one of a Great Plainsperson and "pro-Plains." I have now lived the majority of my life on 
the eastern edge of the Plains (in Grand Forks, North Dakota, and in Omaha, Nebraska). I have spent my 
academic life engaged in Great Plains research, with my master's thesis and my PhD dissertation on 
Plains topics. The challenge for me is to NOT be overly Plains-sensitive as I approach the topic of the 
depiction of the Plains in the media.1 But over the years, I've been disturbed by news coverage such as 
"Slow Death in the Great Plains" (Atlantic Monthly, June 1997), "Vanishing Point: Amid Dying Towns of 
Rural Plains, One Makes a Stand" (New York Times, December 1, 20m), and "The Emptied Prairie" 
(National Geographic, January 2008). 
And it is not just the headlines that are morbid:  
Much of North Dakota has a ghostly feel to it: empty homesteads and occasional schoolhouses 
litter the land, with caved-in roofs and grass growing where there used to be front porches. . . . 
Cattle ranching and farming of wheat, barley and corn still prevail, especially on large corporate 
farms in the middle and southern plains. But in Slope, Hettinger, Adams, Grant, Burke, Divide, 
Garfield or any of the hundreds of other Plains counties that seem to have one foot in the grave, 
land is being left to the wind and sparse rain.2  
Maybe I'm too sensitive, but I find myself asking "Why is so much of the coverage related to the 
Greatflains tied to death?"  
The media have always played an active role in shaping public opinion of this space.3 Coverage of early 
expeditions awakened Americans to the potential of tife region and encouraged migration, both for the 
opportunities it offered individuals and for the advancement of American manifest destiny. Yet the 
Plains has long been associated with "negative space"-absence, even death, such as the Long 
expedition's labeling of the region as the Great American Desert (Fig. 1). Geographer Douglas Porteous 
has termed landscapes associated with death as "deathscapes."4 But what are the long-term 
ramifications of associating landscapes with death? Porteous has provided us with other terms that 
might articulate the processes that are occurring. Can it result in the death or killing of a place-
topocide?5 Porteous coined "topocide" to encompass the notion of place annihilation, the destruction of 
places from both natural causes as well as from political and/or economic forces.6 But topocide 
distances the destruction from the myriad of emotions tied to places, particularly those places that we 
strongly associate with, such as home. To those who call the Plains home, it is not just topocide, it is 
domicide, as Porteous puts it-the deliberate destruction or murder of their home.7 So what are the 
implications of the media's coverage of the Plains, so focused on death and destruction?  
I begin by sketching an overview of national media coverage of the Plains over the last ten years, 1997-
2007, then examine the possible ramifications of this coverage. I believe death and destruction are 
pervasive themes in the media's presentation of the Plains, perhaps even more today than in the past. 
As a result, the American print media have become active agents in the topocide/domicide of the 
region.  
OVERVIEW OF MEDIA COVERAGE  
[T]he values and beliefs we hold about the environment are established through the discourses of a 
bewildering variety of genres, institutions, and media .... The language of these various discourses 
determines what exists, what is good, and what is possible.8  
In thinking about how the media present the Great Plains, we need to examine the language used, the 
rhetoric or arguments being constructed, as well as the discourses or conversations found in the 
American media about the Plains. By investigating the media's construction of places, it is possible to 
explore the meanings and values associated with places, for "[p]laces are not merely the localities of 
culture, but rather are mirrored reflections of cultural values and systems of meaning."9 To gather data 
for this paper, I searched the Lexis-Nexis database for articles utilizing terms such as Great Plains, Plains, 
High Plains, and the various state names associated with the Plains. I focused on articles that came from 
papers and magazines off the Plains, although I did include major publications from its edges, such as 
Denver and the Twin Cities. Altogether, I located approximately 600 articles published between 1997 
and 2007.10 I then conducted rudimentary content analysis on the articles, examining the topics of 
media coverage and the language usage. I then explored the types of stories represented in the sample, 
what made the material “newsworthy,” the arguments made in the stories, the language used, the 
stakeholders, and the “conversations” depicted seeking to expose and explore the “persistent, politically 
relevant patterns.”11 
Language as our primary means of communication, is central to sharing our understanding of the world. 
Yi-fu Tuan’s work on language and the construction of place examines the importance of “naming,” or 
calling a place into being, as well as the importance of “maintenance,” the continued use of descriptions 
to reinforce the existence of places.12 But language not only calls places into being, it also communicates 
our view or perception of this world as well as our values. This language is used in everything, from 
conversations with friends to government reports to newspaper headlines.13 While all humans use 
language, certain “voices” tend to be louder or more prominent (scientists, politicians, business leaders, 
moral leaders, writers, journalists), and their perspective comes to be taken as the most prevalent. 
Through careful examination of the words and images used to describe places, it is possible to explore 
the social meanings ascribed to places and how these meanings may vary by the position of the 
individual. This process is further complicated by the fact that not only must places be called into being 
and their images maintained, but these images are not permanent or static. Place images can evolve 
over time, resulting in a "repositioning" or "resemanticization" of the place: that is, new meanings and 
identities can be created through the deployment of new language and imagery in association with 
places.14  
Language is central to communicating knowledge and perceptions about place, but communication also 
involves the arguments (rhetoric) we make using this language as well as those arguments we 
encounter. Rhetoric is a means of persuasion, but it can also be a tool for exploring "significant social 
and moral issues and make wise or prudent decisions.”15 Rhetoric often masquerades as simple 
narratives or stories. Hidden within a compelling story are implicit arguments, reducing a complex issue 
to a single vision of reality.16 A significant element of rhetoric is the way in which the stories are framed 
and presented to the public: framing is used to make the world knowable and understandable.17 Frames 
are an organizing idea, a cognitive tool, providing meaning to a series of events. By framing their stories, 
the media limit the range of interpretations by the audience, shaping their perception of issues and 
institutions.18 That is, in framing, the media highlight certain aspects of reality while hiding others, 
encouraging their audiences "to think, feel, and decide in a particular way."19 For example, when 
discussing drought or climate change, the media often refer to the Dust Bowl, an image that instantly 
evokes environmental devastation, human suffering, and economic hardship. In framing, journalists 
promote very specific worldviews: "Mainstream newspapers are perceived as official, conventional, 
traditional, legitimate news purveyors that inform and are shaped by relatively powerful social blocs, 
thus advancing hegemony.,,20 Framing thus is not just a rhetorical device but also a social practice that 
has political implications.21 Studies have shown that these frames have "significant consequences for 
how audiences perceive and understand issues and can alter public opinions."22  
Through the arguments constructed, the framing of the articles,  
[w]e reveal the processes of arguing, the words shifting, the ideas being connected, and the 
linking of facts with values, of information with identity. Our claim is that the argumentative 
environet is a central fact of contemporary culture .... It links sciences, social sciences, political 
manifestos, local news, and UN strategies.23  
Myerson and Rydin coined the term "environet" to express "the aggregate collection of texts, words and 
voices ... a network making linkage upon linkage between the environment words.,,24 The arguments 
being constructed do not exist in a vacuum but are part of a complex dialogue taking place that links a 
variety of voices/stakeholders as well as audiences. In this dialogue, texts interact with each other: they 
use the same language, address the same audience, appeal to or provoke the same feelings, and even 
use the same arguments (thus environet).25 Discourse is this dialogue between various stakeholders:  
A discourse is a shared way of apprehending the world. Embedded in language, it enables those 
who subscribe to it to interpret bits of information and put them together into coherent stories or 
accounts. Each discourse rests on assumptions, judgments and contentions that provide the basic 
terms for analysis, debates, agreements and disagreements.26 
Discourse connects arguments and is focused on the differences between people and between 
positions.27 These discourses or conversations about place run the gamut from factual, scientific 
discussions to passionate, strident calls to action and "are constantly produced, circulated, changed, 
politicized, and re-circulated."28 Imbedded in discourse are the connections between humans and their 
environment as well as "the assumptions and values it supports, the behaviors it rewards."29 
Environmental discourse is specifically concerned with the relationship between humans and their 
environment and embodies "an astonishing collection of claims and concerns brought together by a 
great variety of actors. Yet somehow we distil seemingly coherent problems out of this jamboree of 
claims and concerns."30 When we string together all the various "conversations" about a 
location/environment-all the rhetoric, all the frames, all the discourse-ultimately we are constructing a 
collage or mosaic that becomes place.31  
But we must look beyond the conversations taking place about the Plains, constructing the Plains, to 
look at the sociopolitical agendas imbedded in these discourses (critical discourse analysis).32 Our news 
media do not just merely present the facts; they construct "stories-with structure, order, viewpoint and 
values," crafting in essence a product, and this product is "knowledge."33 That is, the audience's 
"knowledge and understandings of the environment are constructed and maintained via a constant 
stream of language and images derived from popular culture."34 Social factors, from the news media to 
popular culture, mediate our understanding and knowledge of our world.35 Thus it is impossible for 
humans to truly "know" our world as all our information passes through this social filter.  
Once the environmental or global information is "out there," it is further filtered. The information being 
communicated through the media "conduit" does not flow unchanged to then stimulate political action 
based on the logic of the information.36 Rather, the media actively work to inform the public not only 
about what is going on in the world but what they should be thinking about these happenings, framing 
the news for their readers and  
"agenda-setting," the placing of certain issues or problems foremost in the minds of the people, 
including policy-makers, simply by making them salient in news broadcasts and publications. Put 
succinctly, the news media are not successful in telling us what to think, but they do succeed in 
telling us what to think about.37  
Successful framing defines those problems worthy not only of readers' attention but also the attention 
of our political and economic leaders, not only highlighting the problems but also encouraging moral 
judgments and promoting favored policies.38 Allan Mazur argues that audiences are more impacted by 
the quantity of articles on a topic than by "substantive content" and that this quantity can have a 
significant impact on "public worry and government action."39 As a result of these discourses,  
laws are enacted, rules are revised, institutions are created and destroyed, lives endangered and 
saved. At the same time, meanings are created, thickened, discarded. And the meanings rebound, 
they affect the outcomes, the laws, rules and institutions.40  
Words and language have power and are used to wield power and influence public opinion; "they are 
value-laden, entangled in a mesh of political relations, and built on a foundation of root metaphors 
informing perceptions of people, physical environments, and worth."41 The media work for far more 
than their readers:' they also work for their owners, advertisers, and people in power. Discourse is, in 
fact, an "exercise of power in modern societies."42  
During the study period, 1997-2007, media coverage of the Plains has been a spectrum of topics from 
environmental to human. The topic receiving the most media coverage in this sample by far was Plains 
depopulation, with eighty-five articles (not including the rerunning of the articles by other newspapers). 
The second most covered topic was drought, followed by bison (forty and thirty-five articles each), 
followed by grasslands (thirty articles).43 
In addition to particular topics receiving considerable coverage, the media picked up and reprinted 
articles originally published in other newspapers. These reprinted articles are not included in my article 
tallies; only the original article was counted. Table 1 provides a sense of which articles were reprinted 
where. The table includes only those articles published at least twice beyond the original publication.44 
Examining the reprinting of articles can tell far more than just the audiences reached. It also reveals the 
ways in which articles are "recast" by altering their headlines. A Joel Kotkin editorial, "If We Let Rural 
America Die, We Shall Lose a Piece of Ourselves," had both positive and negative titles when it was run 
in other newspapers.45 Positive-toned titles for Kotkin's editorial included "Keep Rural America Alive" 
and "Ways to Pump Life into the Heartland"; a negative spin was the simple "Fading Away." A neutrally 
titled article, "Boom in Economy Skips Towns on the Plains," was renamed the more dramatic "Ghost 
Towns Sprout Over Much of the Great Plains" by the Cleveland Plain Dealer.46  
Media coverage of the Plains covered the range of news categories, from straight news to travel and 
sports. The articles also covered a range of positions on the subject of the Plains, from pessimistic 
depictions such as "America's Failed Frontier" to more positive framings such as Joel Kotkin's "Great 
Plains."47 To begin, I provide an overview of the most prevalent topics and their media framing.  
"Vanishing Point"; Depopulation and the Plains  
Since 2000, and the 2000 U.S. Census, there has been a steady increase in the number of articles on 
Plains depopulation. As the Census Bureau released its results, the results made news, in particular that 
the "frontier" had returned to the United States. The population of many western counties of Plains 
states had dropped below six people per square mile and met again the nineteenth-century definition of 
frontier.48 Before 2000 there were perhaps one or two articles on depopulation a year, representing 
only 3 to 4 percent of the articles. But since 2000 there have been between eight and seventeen articles 
per year, some of which appeared in multiple news outlets, representing between 15 and 27 percent of 
the articles. The peak in depopulation articles was in 2003, when seventeen out of sixty-three articles 
(27 percent) dealt with depopulation of the Plains in one way or another. Their headlines delineate a 
tragic tale: "Empty Middle," ''A Broken Heartland," "Unsettled Plains," ''America's Failed Frontier," 
"Empty House on the Prairie.''49 This repetitious coverage is significant, as the work of Mazur has 
demonstrated, impacting public opinion and action.50 I use 2003 to illustrate repetitious coverage, 
beginning with the New York Times, which had two editorials by acclaimed writer Nicholas Kristof, as 
well as a four-part series entitled "Vanishing Point: The Empty Heartland."51 Kristof in "Make Way for 
Buffalo" suggests that the "boldest idea in America today" is "rescuing the rural Great Plains by 
returning much of it to vast 'Buffalo Commons.''' He argues that this rescue is necessary because 
"oversettlement of the Great Plains has turned out to be a 150-yearlong mistake, one of the longest-
running and most costly errors in American history." The authors of "Vanishing Point," in examining the 
effects of rural depopulation, present a complicated picture. All the authors employed language such as 
"drought-ravaged," "dying towns," "last stand," "death chill," "terminally ill"-as if describing some aging 
relativewhile acknowledging the Plainspeople who work to keep their communities viable.  
Besides the New York Times, other newspapers in 2003 also painted bleak pictures of the Plains. The 
Boston Globe's "Dying Economy Fuels Exodus from America's Heartland" discusses Plains depopulation 
and the struggling Plains economy and provides an overview of the New Homestead Act. The Christian 
Science Monitor also covered the New Homestead Act in "0 Pioneers! Reversing the Great Plains 
Drain.”52 Atlantic Monthly covered depopulation in "The New Continental Divide." Imagine the possible 
audience reached by these publications-New York Times, Boston Globe, Christian Science Monitor, and 
Atlantic Monthly. It is a significant portion of the American public, as well as a significant portion of our 
political and economic leaders.53  
Not all articles that I have categorized as "depopulation" are negative: the author's approach can be 
positive in presenting how Plainspeople are creatively dealing with the issue, such as "free land" 
giveaways, and using . neutral or more upbeat language.54 Kotkin's 2006 "The Great Plains," from the 
Wall Street Journal, is an example of positive framing. 55 Kotkin, while mentioning depopulation, focuses 
attention on growth in other areas of the Plains as a result of an "energy rush"-both renewable and 
nonrenewable sources-and as a result of telecommunications technology. Even the newspaper industry, 
which Kotkin describes as one of the "the most sickly of industries," is thriving in parts of .the Plains. 
Kotkin attributes this growth to the "entrepreneurial spirit of the Great Plains." He ends with a quote 
from a Bismarck, North Dakota, newspaper editor: "We're not the middle of nowhere anymore.”56 
Kotkin counters the negative coverage of the Plains, addressing an audience who knows at least of some 
success on the Plains in the form of companies such as Great Plains Software, Gateway, and Cabela's. 
Unfortunately, one positively spun article is not enough to outweigh the quantity of negative press.  
"Mother of All Dust Bowls": Great Plains Drought  
After depopulation, the next highest subject, with forty articles in the sample, was drought, experienced 
on portions of the Plains in the early twenty-first century. Articles discussed the conditions, including 
grass fires fed by the drought, impacts on Plains ecosystems, economic implications, and government 
assistance programs.57 They also often compared them to earlier droughts, such as those of the 1930s 
and the 1950s:  
Larry Barbie, a wheat and barley farmer near Inverness, Mont., about 25 miles south of the border 
with Canada, said he has talked with his mother, who is in her 80s, about her memories of the 
Dust Bowl. "She says it was dry, but she says it wasn't this bad," Barbie said.58  
It is unusual for an article on drought NOT to include a reference to the 1930s Dust Bowl, a touchstone 
for many Americans and a reference point for Great Plains drought (Fig. 2).59  
But it was not just the present drought that received news coverage. A 2002 unsigned editorial in the 
New York Times ("High Plains Dust") compared the current drought to the Dust Bowl.60 In a Washington 
Post editorial, conservative columnist George Will discussed Timothy Egan's book The Worst Hard Time: 
The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl (2007) (reprinted across the 
country; see Table 1).61 The majority of the column is given to recounting the events of the Dust Bowl, in 
particular the drought and dust storms. Survival, the point of the book, is given two sentences, one at 
the beginning and one at the end. Timothy Egan's article on drought in the New York Times received 
front-page coverage. Egan not only compared the current drought to the 1930s but suggested that "this 
drought is among the worst, and in some counties, particularly in the northern plains, it is the most 
devastating in more than a century."62 These articles, the two editorials ("High Plains Dust" and Will's 
column), and Egan's piece were extensively reprinted, expanding the audiences and covering the 
country as a result (see Table 1).  
It is not just current and past drought that are of interest, but also future droughts, particularly the 
potential of climate change resulting in more frequent or greater magnitude occurrences, as in Joseph 
Verrengia's "Global Warming Could Alter Ecology of the Plains" and Philip Brasher's “Expect More Dust 
Bowls, Scientists Say.”63 The articles point out that the 1930s droughts, while severe, were nothing 
compared to the “megadroughts” of the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries lasting as long as twenty 
years, and that in the future we will likely face more megadroughts. The concept of megadroughts really 
captured the media’s attention, for in addition to Brasher and Verrengia’s articles, other journalists also 
covered the topic.64 This represents another form of repetitious ocverage: a single topic covered by 
multiple authors, again reinforcing certain images or events on the Plains. 
“Buffalo Nation” 
Bison represent the third major area of media coverage, which is not surprising given the iconic status of 
bison, long at the forefront of the American Consciousness when it comes to the plains ecosystem. 
Between their association with the Plains and the calls to create a “Buffalo Commons” (beginning in 
1988), bison, their presence, and their reintroduction have been popular media fodder. The Buffalo 
Commons concept, while reaching a broad audience thanks to the media-savvy Popper, has not quite 
materialized as it was originally proposed.65 The Poppers now say that the Buffalo Commons is a 
metaphor, and one that is coming into being, with more grasslands being protected and the highest 
numbers of bison since the nineteenth century.66 Yes, there are more bison and more grasslands; 
however, the reality of the situation as it appears in the media is a little different.  
Between 1997 and 2007, a transition can be seen in this print media sample. The first half of the study is 
dominated by images of bison returning and being restored to the Plains. Egan's "As Others Abandon 
Plains, Indians and Bison Come Back" (2001) is an example of reporting that links census results (Native 
Americans returning to the Plains) with increased numbers of bison and the greater involvement of 
Native American tribes with bison herds and their management. But as bison numbers increase, there is 
greater conflict with the humans living in close proximity, such as debates over Yellowstone bison that 
venture beyond park boundaries and over controlling growing bison herds in other locations.67  
Beginning around 2000, bison have been increasingly discussed as an industry and a commodity. Since 
the mid-1990s, farmers and ranchers as well as Native American tribes embraced bison ranching as an 
economic activity, including for the kosher market. 68 However, by 2002 the market was oversaturated, 
the "bubble had burst" as reported by the Wall Street Journal.69 More bison were being produced than 
the market could handle. The U.S. government bought large quantities for food programs. But this is not 
the end of the bison story. In fact, bison numbers have continued to increase, and in 2004 record 
numbers were slaughtered and prices were up again, thanks to two unrelated events: the discovery of 
mad cow disease in the United States and the creation of a new chain of bison restaurants by Ted 
Turner-Ted's Montana Grill.70 Still primarily grass-fed, bison provide an alternative red meat that appeals 
to the health conscious. Ted's offers an opportunity for consumers to try the meat in a midscale 
restaurant, to discover its taste and affordability (as well as providing Turner a means to support his 
lands and herds). In the face of such a commercial turn, bison, while grass fed, are a new commodity 
from the Breadbasket Plains, healthy yet affordable, with recipes using bison being run in newspaper 
food sections. Much of the coverage on the bison industry has focused on supply and demand issues, 
with occasional forays into Ted Turner's real estate and his business ventures or other forms of bison 
ranching, such as the InterTribal Bison Cooperative. It is almost as if the bison have been "moved" (as it 
were), or resemanticized, from a wild species to a domesticated species. In 2007 the New York Times 
reported that many bison have been crossed with cattle and that "'[t]he majority of public herds have 
some level of hybridization with cattle,' said Kyran Kunkel, a World Wildlife Federation biologist who is 
doing the [genetic] sampling."71 It seems they are not as wild as we think.  
Museum of Grass  
Grasslands articles, particularly from a tourism angle, appeared in a wide range of publications, from 
newspapers to magazines, including Money and the Economist. The articles on grasslands begin 
remarkably the same, with stereotypes of the Plains, and then go on to wax poetically on Plains virtues, 
particularly the peace and quiet in contrast to the madness of twenty-first-century life. For example, a 
New York Times travel article begins:  
From the stony hilltops at the Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve, the primeval emptiness of the 
American plains is broadly apparent-and more than a little unnerving. On a recent spring day, the 
whistles of killdeers and bobwhites were the only sounds in the grayness of late afternoon, other 
than angry gusts from a wind so stiff it might have knocked visitors backward had a tour bus not 
served as a barrier .... Looking west, a few clumps of scrubby trees were the only signs of shade for 
miles. . . . It is easy to see why characters in Willa Cather's novels and stories, set farther north, 
were so bewitched by landscapes like this. And how people could be driven to madness by the 
incessant wind and lonely expanse.72  
Not a very auspicious beginning to something that is supposed to encourage you to travel to the 
preserve, but it does improve when it likens the landscape to "the Scottish Highlands." The piece 
concludes: "And the wilderness that was once at the heart of the country remains pretty wild, and 
begging to be rediscovered." In an article on prairie restoration, a biologist is quoted as saying, "We 
have a real feel for the wilderness again, of the true West.”73 Wilderness seems to suggest a lack of 
human presence-no abandoned homes or boarded-up towns in these grasslands.  
A more intriguing beginning comes from a California journalist:  
Summer nightfall is a protracted affair on the northern Plains. Sunset arrives late and the sky does 
not grow truly dark until after 10 p.m .... Perhaps it has something to do with the clarity of the 
prairie air, so dry and therefore transparent to light that eyeballs grow thirsty between blinks. 
Surely it has to do with the absence of mountains and trees. The horizon is frequently more low, 
flat and unobstructed on the Great Plains that it is possible for it to be anywhere else but far out 
at sea, and the grasping land wrings every drop of light from the sun before allowing it to slip 
away.74  
In both cases can be found the familiar terminology used to describe the Plains: relentless wind, 
grasslands as sea, the sense of space from both earth and sky, aridity, treeless.  
Grasslands received decent media attention over the past ten years, both in articles that educated the 
public on their unique ecosystem and in articles that promoted tourism in these landscapes. Many of 
the articles focused on outdoor activities, such as bicycling, cattle drives, or hiking on prairies, always 
concluding with advice on where to stay, what to eat, and pricing. Cities on the Plains are given little 
notice, as tourism emphasizes the Plains as largely depopulated and as the home of Native Americans. 
Yet there is some sleight of hand under way: only approximately 3 percent of the original grassland is 
extant.75 The focus on grasslands creates the impression that much of the Plains, particularly the 
western Plains, is still in its natural state.  
ASSEMBLING A PLAINS MEDIA MOSAIC  
Each of these topics-depopulation, drought, bison, grasslands-does not exist in a vacuum or stand on its 
own, but resonates with other coverage, heightening the impact. In essence, the American public is 
being told again and again by the media and in the media that the Great Plains is a problem that needs 
to be solved. Each article is a piece of the mosaic that forms the public's cognitive image of the Plains-
too many pieces of anyone color or shape change the overall image that is created. When these pieces 
are put together into a whole, the overall image is that of a flawed landscape, of returning frontier, and 
of the necessity of ending the Plains "experiment"- topocide.  
Plains as a Flawed Landscape  
The first image of the Plains resulting from the media coverage is that of a "flawed landscape." With 
every recurring news articles on depopulation and drought, the Plains is sketched as a landscape with 
long-term problems. Media coverage of population suggests that people do not want this landscape: it is 
too hard to work, it is too far from anything, it is not valued. At the same time that rapid population 
growth in areas such as Atlanta or Phoenix has resulted in significant human and environmental 
problems, people appear to be fleeing from another portion of the country. Media coverage of drought 
suggests that the Plains is more of a desert in which drought seems to be a weird sort of "stealth" 
disaster that sneaks up on unsuspecting farmers over years. References to historic droughts reinforce 
the mindset that perhaps we should not be working these lands.  
In addition to depopulation and drought, there is the frequently evoked notion of "flyover country"-a 
landscape so boring it is better to fly over it, or evade it, than drive through it. Not surprisingly, the term 
is largely employed by coast dwellers to describe significant portions of the country, such as the 
Midwest and Plains. For example:  
To many Americans living outside that Cubist collection of Great Plains states, Nebraska is a total 
blank. It is the heart of flyover country. Drivers who race across it on Interstate 80 think it's flat 
and boring. As one friend who traveled that 450-mile stretch put it, "Nebraska never ends."76  
Dan Flores, in "Loving the Plains, Hating the Plains, Restoring the Plains," explores how the Plains has 
moved from a place "of wonder," a place that enthralled explorers, to a place that Deborah Popper (of 
Buffalo Commons fame) described as follows: "This is terrible country! ... There is nothing here. It is un-
country. It shouldn't be allowed to exist!"77 Flores argues that as a result of the "war on its wildlife" 
followed by the "agricultural assault," the Plains has moved from wonder to repulsion, and that we are 
now shifting again, perhaps toward valuing and preserving this landscape.  
Overall, the flawed landscape is constructed as a nonplace, which according to Edward Relph is "a 
placeless geography, lacking both diverse landscapes and significant places" and is often depopuiated.78 
Nonplaces are usually described as modern landscapes of highways, strip malls, gas stations, and fast-
food restaurants, often experienced through driving. Experiencing places through a moving vehicle 
results in "a kind of blurred perception, a semi-virtual encounter with a floating world" because of the 
speed, movement, and lack of sound: "The motorist traveling through the non-place experiences a 
particular feeling of solitude and distance."79 As travelers pass through the Plains, they often see few 
towns, hardly any people, and only abandoned homes, "so they seem almost like ancient ruins, opened 
up to questions of memory and history."8o This is especially true for urban dwellers viewing rural areas 
(from up close or from afar):  
In countries where the majority of people are urban dwellers, the "countryside" is some other 
place, a place spatially, temporally and symbolically distanced from the everyday way of life. Such 
distance enhances differences, be they real or imagined, and it is imagination that both inspires 
and sustains the construction of place myths: the connoted, embellished identities attributed to 
places.81  
I believe the Plains is being constructed as a nonplace, in which a massive region covering an estimated 
500,000 square miles of the United States, or approximately 15 percent of the center of our country, is 
being reduced to a cartoonish flat line.82  
But by constructing the Plains as a nonplace, the media are presenting/creating what Relph refers to as 
"an inauthentic attitude to place." That is, in describing the Plains, they are constructing not a "sense of 
place" but its antithesis:  
An inauthentic attitude to place is essentially no sense of place, for it involves no awareness of the 
deep and symbolic significances of places and no appreciation of their identities. It is merely an 
attitude which is socially convenient and acceptable-an uncritically accepted stereotype.83  
Further, "the blankness of non-places-which is as much mythic reputation as actual experience-obscures 
both their histories and the necessarily political questions about how they are organized and 
inhabited."84 This "inauthentic attitude to place" is one experienced by all places, whether it is the 
stereotype of New Yorkers being nasty and unfriendly or of the Plains as featureless, waterless, and 
treeless. As a result of the flawed, nonplace focus on the Plains, Plainspeople become "the Other" and 
are frequently disempowered as their "borders" are transgressed and their lives and places become the 
subject of the intrusive gaze and discussion of outsiders, their voices silenced. In 2005 an Economist 
article entitled "Not Here, Surely? The Poorest Part of America" discussed how virtually all the twenty 
poorest counties in America are on the Great Plains: "There are two unusual things about the 
deprivation in this region. First, it is largely white . . . in most areas the poor are as white as a prairie 
snowstorm. Second, most people do not think of themselves as poor."85 But no quotes or evidence is 
offered in support of the notion of people thinking of themselves as not poor. The article goes on to 
point out that federal government assistance to these poor is mostly in the form of farm subsidies, and 
concludes, "The primary difference between this region and other bits of rural America is perhaps 
denial. Just as rain never did follow the plough, modern jobs do not follow high-cost subsidized food 
production." The resulting landscape is one of despair and poverty, more often associated with inner 
cities than with agricultural landscapes. But this is not the first association of the Plains with poverty and 
deprivation: the work of Farm Security Administration (FSA) photographers also "framed" Plains farmers 
in such a way.86 And just as the FSA framed the Plains as a flawed people and landscape, this image is 
perpetuated in the modern media.  
Return of the Plains Frontier  
The second image that results from the media coverage is that of a returning frontier. Drawing on the 
coverage of depopulation, drought, bison, and grasslands, the topocide/ domicide of the Plains is 
assisted in the media by census data and the Census Bureau's declaration of a returning Plains frontier. 
For example, during the period of drought coverage, Nicolas Kristof's editorial ''American's Failed 
Frontier" commented on the results of the 2000 census. Building on the census data, Kristof writes: "It is 
time for us to acknowledge one of America's greatest mistakes, a 140-year-old scheme that has failed at 
the cost of trillions of dollars, countless lives and immeasurable heartbreak: the settlement of the Great 
Plains." Kristof lays the blame at the hands of "a web of subsidies and government land promotion 
schemes that lured people to the Great Plains in the first place." He suggests that all farm subsidies do 
today is continue to contribute to the depopulation of the Plains and that the monies should be shifted 
to rural business development. It is a powerful combination: census data, a period of drought, and a call 
for divestment. He concludes: "Instead of the frontier closing, as Frederick Jackson Turner declared a 
century ago, it is expanding, and we may look back on large-scale settlement of the Plains as a fluke, a 
temporary domination now receding again."  
The census acts as the voice of authority, offering statistics and analysis of the state of the union. The 
Census Bureau, through its statistics and reports, creates knowledge to support a particular form of 
policy response, while it does not capture or reflect insight gained from knowing "the actors in 
question."87 The Poppers, characterized as academics, are probably the most often quoted "expert" 
authority when it comes to the Plains. No article on "the problematic Plains" is complete without at least 
a reference to the Poppers and the Buffalo Commons, preferably contributing a quote or two, lending 
their support and credence to the argument. The Census Bureau's results appear to support the Poppers 
and their proposals, while the Poppers, in turn, support the Census Bureau in its results and analysis. 
"Expert witnesses," be it the Poppers or census officials, are seldom questioned.88 Local voices are most 
often presented as stereotypes (pioneer, yokel, reactionary, victim), when they given voices at all. 89 
Because the Plains is "not a geographically familiar area, let alone an area in which the audience would 
have readily understood the political and economic issues," it is then up to the media and their experts 
to shape the Plains and its story (Fig. 3) .90 
Between the census definition, depopulation, and the focus on grasslands, we now have a mental 
image, a cognitive image of a returned frontier on the Plains – of fewer people, of open grasslands, of 
bison. The concept of frontier as it appears in the popular media seems to be shifting. Frontier has 
historically referred to a region on the edge of development, a zone in transition from wilderness, of 
“savagery” in Frederick Jackson Turner’s words, to civilication.91 In the American consciousness, frontier 
can refer both to a specific landscape with a given set of conditions as well as a symbolic region, where 
individuals search for freedom and opportunity.92 I believe frontier is being recast in the American 
popular imagination from a border of transition at the advance of civilization to that of a landscape with 
low population densities, filled with wildlife and Native Americans, from which civilization has retracted. 
The Plains as a frontier both repels and draws individuals, being perceived at times as a hostile 
environment where danger (and death) lurks around every corner, and at other times as an idyllic, 
diverse garden filled with possibilities. Whatever the frontier means, it has an iconic status in American 
culture and is central to our sense of national identity.  
The announcement of the return of frontier to the Plains has given those calling for a restructuring of 
the Plains an out: there are fewer people to be affected by such a move. We know from the media 
coverage that droughts continue to plague the Plains. We know also that there are more bison now, so 
why shouldn’t we return it to the bison and other Plains species? And as we are worried about the loss 
of ecosystems globally, why not make it into parks? Because we value “nature” and the “environment,” 
it is easy to make the claim for parks and preserves that would involve expanding the tourism industry 
on the Plains. All are relatively safe and strong arguments for the American public. Best of all, we will 
have a frontier again. Yes, tragedy will result, but it is a necessity for the common good. It is better for 
our economy, for our environment, and ultimately for America ... or so the argument might go?93  
Ending the Plains "Experiment": Creative Destruction  
Clearly, parts of the Plains are of value to Americans: ''What we have here is a viewspace,' Vicky Patton 
said. 'This is our prized resource, open land and open sky."94 What is of value to Americans are open 
spaces, grasslands, Native Americans, bison. Significant media coverage is of grasslands, both as a 
unique ecosystem and as a sight worth seeing (tourism). The focus on grasslands, on wideopen range, is 
a romantic, nostalgic notion of the Plains. We want the Plains landscape to match our dreamy view of 
the frontier. But this dreamy view is really just another economic activity:  
Post-industrial restructuring has compelled others to exploit and promote local tourist attractions, 
especially natural amenities, in an attempt to minimize, halt or reverse economic decline induced 
by collapse or contraction in more conventional, manufacture-based sectors.95  
In order to promote "local tourist attractions," the focus needs to be on landscapes that are valued: 
common, dominant "countryside ideals" in Anglo-American society include nature, community, open 
space, heritage, nostalgia, and escape.96 Creating a "natural" landscape to which Americans will want to 
escape means pulling investment out of the current economic activities in the region (in particular, 
farming, but ranching is approved because it is associated with cowboys) and reinvesting in new sectors: 
creative destruction, our final media image of the Plains.   
The growing call for an end to farm subsidies will mean tremendous changes in the Plains. This is tricky 
ground. Family farms are sacred American icons, essential to the development of the nation, both 
culturally and economically. The loss of family farms is clearly lamented, yet farming in the Plains is also 
framed as a "failure," but not the fault of the farmers. Destruction of this landscape is eased by the fact 
that fewer sons and daughters are choosing to stay in farming, and as a result, "the rural lifestyle is 
being phased out."97 The population decline experienced by parts of the Plains put it especially at risk:  
The places most vulnerable to domicide are inner-city areas, urban fringe zones, dammabIe 
valleys, remote islands, and the so-called terra nullius (empty regions occupied by scattered 
nomads) .... And, above all, the victims of domicide are almost always smaller in numbers than 
those destined to benefit from the common good. Small in number and relatively powerless-their 
chances for successful resistance are not good.98  
Douglas Porteous suggests that in peacetime, domicide is a result of "the normal, mundane operations 
of the world's political economy."99 It is brought about by inequalities that divide our world into rich and 
poor, colonizer and colonized, city and countryside. In our capitalist society, "large corporations, 
transnationals, and banks can alter landscapes and lives at will."100 Destruction is tolerated when it is 
viewed as advantageous to the nation at large, and as a result the majority of the nation's population 
becomes willing participants.101 Creative destruction, the capitalist process by which new emerging 
ideas, firms, and industries lead to the destruction of the old, best describes the calls to pull out the 
financial supports of the Plains and shift them to new areas, such as forms of tourism.102  
We are going through a conceptual revaluing of the landscape-neoliberalism, or "a political project for 
the reconstruction of society in accord with the demands of an unrestrained global capitalism."103 As 
our Plains economy shifts, from industrial to postindustrial, from agri-industry to whatever comes next, 
we are reassessing our use of this resource and attempting to find new, more profitable, possibly more 
sustainable, ways of extracting value from this land. David Harvey suggested that an outdated landscape 
is "a prison that inhibits further progress of accumulation precisely because it creates spatial barriers 
where there were none before" and thus must be destroyed to allow the creation of a new landscape.104 
It is a shift away from primary production sites to centers of consumption. In particular, the 
commodification of heritage "has resulted in the creation of a new type of rationale landscape; one that 
appropriates cultural values and images from a previous 'historic and hegemonic bloc.’”105 Ironically, the 
more globalized and interconnected we become, the more we "cling to place and neighborhood or to 
nation ... as specific marks of identity."106 For Americans, I believe that the "marks of identity" are tied to 
notions of freedom and open spaces, to frontier and wilderness, which the Plains is increasingly being 
cast as. But this land-this open space, this wilderness-is not only key to the American identity but also 
tied to our economy: "It is no longer simply enough to assert one's identity towards recognition, in a 
market society one must pay to assert it through the acquisition of status and consumer goods." Open 
space, or wilderness, is not only an American ideal but also a commodity that can be purchased, as seen 
in Ted Turner's spectacular land purchases in the Plains and in the West.107 As David Seamon writes: 
"Nothing is left untouched by the economic obsession to transform nature, history, and place into 
commodities that can be bought and sold."108  
This call for a restructuring according to "the demands of unrestrained global capitalism" is really a "new 
imperialism" or, in other words, a recolonization of the Plains.109 Theoretically, creative destruction 
occurs from within, but in the Plains we can see evidence of both grassroots restructuring as well as 
external pressures.110 Part of the economic restructuring manifests itself in the call to end farm subsidies 
and other supports, as in Nicholas Kristof's editorial "American's Failed Frontier." Richard Manning, a 
Plains environmental writer, also calls for an end to subsidies in a New York Times editorial:  
We regard farming as a permanent condition of rural life, but in the arid West it is a brief 
experiment of 100 years. From the outset it began failing, a destiny now manifest. Without federal 
subsidies, the wheatfields would move east to a more appropriate environment .... During the 
next few months, Congress will write a new farm bill. The tractor makers, seed companies, 
fertilizer manufacturers and food processors will probably prevent federal policy from aiding the 
grassland renaissance.111  
Such restructuring is relevant not only to the Plains experience but to rural areas and rangelands 
worldwide as societies now embrace "national aspirations in the belated recognition of indigenous land 
rights, in preserving unique biota and valued natural landscapes, in fostering sustainable resource use 
and promoting distinctive styles of tourism and recreation."112 In fact, an article in the Economist 
entitled "In the Great American Desert" captures the call to end subsidies and also points to global 
similarities:  
Although it may make economic sense to abandon a desert, many feel that America is losing a 
vital part of its character along the way. As farm towns continue to decline, there is a drive to 
transform America's agricultural policy into a scheme, more like Europe's, that would try to 
support rural life in general.113  
A 2006 Washington Post article provides yet another articulation of this external restructuring pressure:  
"This is an easy sell," said Diana Beattie, a Manhattan interior designer who summers in Montana 
and is a well-connected fundraiser among Fifth Avenue's philanthropic elite. "Since the Ai Gore 
movie, I think caring about nature and preserving its purity is on everybody's plate."  
Larry Linden, who lives in Manhattan and is a retired general partner at Goldman Sachs, has 
pledged about $500,000. He compares the restoration of the Northern Plains to the refurbishment 
of the Statue of Liberty.  
"There are lot of folks in New York who spend a lot of time in the West, and this appeals to them," 
he said. "This is not the heavy hand of the government. Over time, ranch families will find it in 
their interest to sell."114  
As the farmers sell, land is made available for other uses, such as tourism, but also for investment. Ted 
Turner's expansive landholdings (an estimated 2 million acres) have inspired others to "collect land," 
about which an article from the Wall Street Journal says, "It's like rare art."115 The power of our bicoastal 
economy and the misconceptions and stereotypes of the Plains have fostered an attack on what is seen 
as "locked in" modes of production.116 As a result, calls are made to pull agricultural supports and turn 
the bison loose. In the name of progress, topocide and domicide have been and will be carried out.117 
While this may make financial sense, it will mean profound changes in the western Plains.  
The Plains images of a flawed landscape, a returning frontier, and the necessity of topocide are, like all 
mosaics, a human construct, consisting of artistic impressions of a thing, place, event, or mood. As such, 
they reflect more the culture that creates them than the "culture" the images are attempting to capture. 
We need now to think about the creators of these images, the media.  
MEDIA AND TOPOCIDE  
Indeed the Plains-parts of which are now suffering from a severe drought-as a kind of human 
disaster area remains a popular theme among Eastern journalists: irresistible decline, dying towns, 
aging populations, a place to visit now before it all blows away.118  
So what is the media's role in all this? The New York Times in particular has an immense influence over 
the nation's news agenda. Its front-page news often becomes the nation's top news stories. Through its 
wire services, New York Times stories are picked up and published in papers around the country. It is 
nationally distributed, available for daily delivery in many cities around the country.119 The perspective 
of the Times has been described as "provincial," focusing on the interests of Manhattanites and viewing 
the world from their standpoint, but that perspective is projected far beyond the boundaries of New 
York City and New York State.120 Times coverage can be described as having a content bias: "patterns of 
slant that regularly prime audiences, consciously or unconsciously, to support the interests of particular 
holders or seekers of political power."121 Typically, this slant is toward the side of "the most powerful, 
popular, and unified."122  
Michael Massing has argued that because the majority of news networks and newspapers and 
magazines are based on the East Coast, "there is no nationally distributed heartland perspective."123 
Massing suggests that if there were a heartland view, it would provide a very different spin on the news, 
given that the interests of the Midwest are often ignored in the national media.124 But there are 
heartland views. Eloquent Plains voices, such as Tom Isern, a history professor at North Dakota State 
University, provide strong rebuttals to the off-Plains media portrayal of the region. In 2000 Isern 
published a column that foreshadowed this article:  
I get calls from reporters all the time (the last one from Japan) asking where they can go to find 
the most human tragedy in the least amount of time and space. They have their lists of things to 
cover: abandoned churches and schools, dusty main streets with stores boarded up (preferably 
with a yellow dog lying about), old people reminiscing about the good old days, young people 
complaining there's nothing to do here.  
The writers also all have their pat explanations for regional decline-big farm machinery, fast cars, 
harsh climate. They are strong on description, but their explanations are clueless .... What I want 
to know is, why? What's the fascination for readers in distant cities with ghost towns on the 
plains?  
Partly it's simply the journalistic imperative to maximize perception of tragedy.125  
Isern goes on to suggest that such coverage, in bits and pieces, is probably harmless, but is "destructive 
in its cumulative effect .... Taken in sum, there is an agenda to it .... It is, rather, an emerging national 
consensus about what transpired on the plains in the 20th century."  
In 2003 Isern, responding to Kristof's "Make Way for Buffalo," stated, "I've Rever seen a writer distill so 
perfectly every patronizing misconception about life on the Plains."126 Isern begins with Kristof's 
assertion that portions of the Plains are so depopulated that they are "reverting to wilderness." Isern 
points out that the European notion of wilderness has always been a convenient construct: the Plains 
was perceived as wilderness, as "land vacant and going to waste," to justify taking it away from the 
peoples who lived there. It was never truly wilderness but was "an induced formation, the product of 
native range management." Isern then turns to Kristof's assertion that settlement of the Plains was a 
mistake and, overall, a failure. Isern counters that depopulation can be the result of success, citing 
several Plains memoirs as evidence.127 Some farmers sold out at a profit and left by choice. Others sold 
the farm and left because their children had successful professional lives off the Plains and had moved 
beyond farming as an economic activity. Isern provides an important perspective on the Plains 
experience, one that comes from the Plains itself and is fully cognizant of Plains history, economy, and 
politics. Unfortunately, Isern's words are kept on the Plains, published in a weekly column in the 
Bismarck Tribune. Why doesn't his voice, and others like it, reach farther? By relying on certain 
dominant voices, or "experts," who sound authoritative and reflect fairly prominent views, the media 
become biased: "The voices of the unempowered are expected to find little or no space in the pages of 
the newspapers."128  
In fact, the media do not really address the complex political and economic forces that transformed the 
Native American grasslands to ranchlands, then to family farms and finally to corporate farms. The print 
media are quick to condemn the Plains while eliding over the roles that corporations and our 
government played in the creation of the landscape, as well as the role of the media itself. It is easier for 
both the writers and readers to hear a simpler story, one that does not ask the difficult questions about 
their own roles in this tragic tale.  
Mediated stories and images appear to be playing a prominent role in the creative destruction and 
domicide of the region: "transformations of organizations (workplaces, universities, local government, 
etc.) under the pressure of restructuring and re-scaling are partly, and significantly, semiotic and 
linguistic transformations."129 The press appears to be doing the opposite of place promotion. While 
place promotion is designed to imprint on its audience a particular positive image of place, the press 
appears to be, at times, stripping away the unique qualities and creating a generic "Plains" composed of 
flat, empty grasslands. Place promotions, such as state tourism materials, are clearly advertisements, 
crafted to sell a particular product to a particular audience. Newspapers and other forms of print media 
are also constructs but are perceived as being factual, as being the "truth." By focusing on the negative, 
on death and loss, the media are engaging in place destruction or topocide/ domicide. In the process of 
domicide,  
relocation is invariably initiated by an agent, industrial and/or government, which is external to 
the group, and it is implemented for economic, political, and other reasons. The programs are 
conducted in such a way as to give the appearance that the external agent holds the cultural 
preservation of the relocation group as a primary objective. However, the motive for the move is 
actually the exploitation of the lands that the relocatees are forced to leave.130  
In the print media I examined, I found language that laments the loss of Plains "culture" and expresses 
the desire to preserve the Plains environment. But it is also clear that financial aspects are significant 
and that the media act at times as the agent for promoting domicide.  
The images and language used in covering Plains topics are strengthening the association between the 
Plains and death, creating a deathscape. I believe that by associating the Plains with death, the media 
are setting the stage for topocide/domicide. Ideas are constructed and exchanged in the public realm, 
which serves as a site for conversations about issues.131 It is through this public realm that the American 
public gathers information and constructs its knowledge about issues and places. The narratives that are 
constructed are based on shared histories, but they also construct new information and knowledge, 
especially about peoples and places that are removed from direct experience.132 These narratives are 
constructing a Plains landscape that is America and not America, both familiar and foreign, an internal 
"Other."133  
The depiction of the Plains in the American print media has significant ramifications. Sources of 
investment in New York and our government leaders in Washington make decisions based upon their 
perceptions of a place and its people. With the media, especially the New York Times, tying the Plains to 
the death, it is quite possible that these deathscapes may lead to topocide/domicide as decisions are 
made about farm subsidies and how best to help the American economy and make use of the Plains. In 
fact, in Australia it has been found that neoliberalism and economic "rationalism" "have substantially 
exacerbated the problems currently experienced by rural communities and small towns."134  
"MANY CAN CROSS, BUT FEW CAN STAY."  
In 1859 Horace Greeley, editor of the New York Tribune, one of the most influential newspapers of the 
day, wrote of the Plains Indians, "These people must die out-there is no help for them. God has given 
this earth to those who will subdue and cultivate it, and it is vain to struggle against his righteous 
decree."135 My use of this quote is not to suggest that the current situation in the Plains is anything like 
the violent dispossession of the Plains experienced by Plains Indian tribes. But the language Greeley 
employed in his role as an extremely influential journalist is an antecedent to today's situation. The 
Plains has been swept with creative destruction at least twice in the last 150 years. The first "gales" 
transformed the open Plains and Native American society to an agricultural landscape of American 
settlement, the second is now transforming the agricultural settlement to ... well, we are still in 
transition.u6 However, recent media coverage of the Plains suggests that at least the western portions 
of the Plains are being reclassified as "frontier." Frontier has long been a problematic term-historians 
have gone back and forth on its meaning and implications, even suggested banning it-but it remains a 
strong image in the American consciousness and is often used in discussing the Plains. In terms of the 
depopulation of the western Plains, frontier is evoked to convey the landscape of low population 
density, abandoned homes, and great expanses of space. What is this landscape? It is not wilderness; it 
seems a very different world than the grassland preserves being created for the dual purposes of 
preservation and tourism. Are reconstructed grasslands wilderness? Or frontier? What about 
abandoned fields and grazing lands? Are they wilderness or frontier?  
The Plains is in transition, swept by the winds of creative destruction. Doreen Massey has written on a 
trend in the social sciences to reject "settledness" and instead focus on "a notion of place, a concept of 
nature in balance. The emphasis is on constant movement, the inevitability and inexorability of process . 
. . on flow rather than territory."137 This constant movement, of cycling and adaptation, is in essence 
sustainable.138 Why do we assume that once a landscape is "domesticated" it stays domesticated? The 
transformation of the Plains was very much tied to notions of progress, transforming "wilderness" into a 
productive landscape. But to turn a land into something else is not necessarily indicative of failure as has 
been suggested by some of the editorials and articles. In 1995 the New York Times provocatively asked, 
"Is North Dakota necessary?"139 A North Dakotan responded:  
It's true that as the reality of global competition in agriculture prevails over the call for the 
preservation of family farms, North Dakota's population is migrating from rural areas to cities. But 
I doubt that anyone asked "Is Lawrence, Mass. necessary?" when the textile mills moved South: 
The numerical size of a community says little about its values or contribution to the greater 
whole.140  
Creative destruction in the Manufacturing Belt did not, to my knowledge, result in calls to give up on the 
region. But the language and focus of the New York Times and other off-Plains papers seem to suggest 
that the region should, in essence, give up the ghost, be returned to the original Native Americans and 
bison, and become once more a "frontier."  
What will be the end result for the Plains? Frontier? Wilderness? A multifunctional landscape? Our 
definitions are changing and so is the Plains. While the media are associating the Plains with death, and 
through this construction possibly facilitating its demise, we are not witnessing the death of the Plains. 
Grasslands may appear dead in early spring or after a burn, but appearances are deceiving. Give us time, 
give us space. Our roots are deep. The Plains will restore its equilibrium. What is right for the Plains, 
whatever that is, will reemerge if nature is left to take its course: "The stake is not change itself (the 
denial of it in the past or the refusal of it in the future), for change of some sort is inevitable; rather it is 
the character and terms of that change."141 Perhaps, in the meantime, we need to take advantage of our 
association with death, murder, and mayhem and use this in our Plains promotion. A wonderfully 
cheeky editorial from the Denver Post provides a starting place:  
The High Plains counties ... need to attract younger residents-that is, the Gen X-ers who are often into 
extreme sports and challenging lifestyles. . . . Pile on some adventure mystique. After all, the Great 
Plains offer more ways to kill you than any other part of the country: hail storms of biblical proportions, 
blue northers that roar down unimpeded from Canada, world-class tornadoes, lightning that flashes 
when you're the highest object in sight, alkali water when there's water at all. Bring back a fair-sized 
bison herd to add stampedes to the excitement. Start promoting that angle with slogans like: ''Are you 
tough enough for the High Plains?" "Short-grass prairie: No room for sissies"; and "Many can cross, but 
few can stay."142  
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